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Let (Eo, El) and (Fo, F1) be two Banach couples and let T" Eo + E1 F0 + F1 be a contin-
uous map such that T: E0 F0 is a Lipschitz compact operator and T: E1 FI is a
Lipschitz operator. We prove that if T" E1 F1 is also compact or E1 is continuously
embedded in E0 or F1 is continuously embedded inFo, then T" (Eo, El)o,q (F0, F)o,qisalso
a compact operator when < q < o and 0 < 0 < 1. We also investigate the behaviour ofthe
measure of non-compactness under real interpolation and obtain best possible compact-
ness results ofLions-Peetre type for non-linear operators. A two-sided compactness result
for linear operators is also obtained for an arbitrary interpolation method when an
approximation hypothesis on the Banach couple (Fo, F) is imposed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In 1960 Krasnoselskii [18] proved the following theorem" if T "Lpo Lqo
is a compact linear operator, T" Lp, Lq is a bounded linear operator,
<po,pl,ql<cx and <q0<cx, then T’Lp--+Lq is also a compact

linear operator where 1/p (1 O)/po 4- O/pl, 1/q (1 O)/qo 4- O/ql and
0<0<1.
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228 A.J.G. BENTO

With the development of the abstract interpolation theory,
Krasnoselskii’s theorem leads to the question if the result is also true
if we replace the Banach couples (Lpo,Lp) and (Lqo,Lq) by general
Banach couples (E0, El) and (F0,
The first abstract results were obtained in 1964 by Lions and Peetre

[19] for the case E0 E1 or F0 F1 and by Persson [22] for E0 E1 and
F0 F1 but with an approximation hypothesis on the Banach couple
(F0, F1), corresponding to q0 < oe in Krasnoselskii’s result.

In 1969 Hayakawa [17] proved a general result for the real method
without any approximation property. However it was necessary to
impose an additional condition: both operators T:EoFo and
T E1 F1 are compact.
The paper by Cobos et al. [7] opened a new era in the research of this

problem. After that there were several papers dealing with the same
subject (see [4,5,8,12,13]).

In 1992 Cwikel [14] (see also [10]) showed that if T: E0 F0 is a
compact linear operator and if T" E1 --* F1 is a bounded linear operator,
then T:(Eo, E1)o,q--+(Fo, F1)o,q is also a compact linear operator,
(Eo, E1)o,q and (F0, F1)o,q being the real interpolation spaces.

Related with this work is the behaviour under interpolation of the
measure of non-compactness. The first results in this direction were
obtained by Edmunds and Teixeira [16]. Their results are the analogues
of the results of Lions-Peetre and that of Persson.

Recently, Cobos et al. [9] proved, for the real interpolation method, a
logarithmic-convex inequality for the measure of non-compactness.
Usingmeasures ofnon-compactness, Cobos et al. [6] obtained optimal

compactness results of Lions-Peetre type for linear operators.
The behaviour of compact non-linear operators under interpo-

lation did not receive much attention. The only paper dealing with
this case of which we are aware is that of Cobos [5] where it is
shown that the results of Lions and Peetre are also valid for Lipschitz
operators.

In this paper we generalise some of the results proved by Cobos et al.
[6,11] for non-linear operators.
We also prove that if (E0, El) and (F0, F1) are two Banach couples and

T: Eo + E1 Fo + F1 is a continuous map such that T: Eo Fo is a
Lipschitz compact operator and T: E1 -- F1 is a Lipschitz operator, then
T: (Eo, E1)o,q --+ (Fo, F1)o,q is also compactwhen T: E1 F1 is compact or
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E1 is continuously embedded in E0 or F1 is continuously embedded in F0,
with <_ q < o and 0 < 0 < 1.
We close the paper with a two-sided compactness result for an arbi-

trary interpolation method. For this we need to impose an approxi-
mation property in the Banach couple (F0,F1). This approximation
property is of the same kind as that required by Persson, but is a little
stronger.

2 PRELIMINARIES

We start by recalling some notions ofinterpolation theory. The standard
references are [1,2,23]. A pair E (E0, El) of Banach spaces Eo and E1
is called a Banach couple if Eo and E1 are continuously embedded in
some Hausdorfftopological vector space. Then EA E0 N E and Er,
E0 + E1 are Banach spaces with the norms

Ilxll max{llxllo, Ilxll, }

and

Ilxll inf{I xol o + IIx, I1,: x xo + x, xi e Ei, i= O, 1},

respectively.
For each > 0, we define

J(t,x) J(t,x,E) max{llxllo,

for every x E Ezx and

g(t,x) g(t,x, E)

--inf{llxollo + tllXl lIE,: x xo + Xl, xi e Ei, i-- O, 1},

for every x r. Then {K(t, .): > 0} and {J (t, .): > 0} are families of
equivalent norms in Er and E/x, respectively.
A Banach space E is said to be intermediate with respect to a Banach

couple ’ (E0, El) if

E/x "--- E’-- Ez,
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where means continuous inclusion. To each intermediate space E,
there are two other intermediate spaces related with E. The first is the
closure of E0 f E1 in E. This space is called the clintersect of E and is
denoted byE. The second is the space ofall x E Eo / E1 for which there is
a sequence (xn)nEr in some bounded set ofEwhich converges to x in Ez.
This space is denoted by E and is called the Gagliardo completion ofE.
It is normed by

Ilxll  -inf{sup(llx, l[e: n E N}" x, converges to x in Er}.

If E is an intermediate space with respect to E (E0, El), the,a for
each > 0 we set

b(t) (t,E,) sup{K(t,x)" Ilxll - )

and

p(t) p(t,E,E) inf{J(t,x)" x Eo AE1, xll 1}.

It is easy to prove that (t) and p(t) are strictly positive and non-

decreasing, while (t)/t and p(t)/t are non-increasing.
An intermediate space E with respect to E (E0, E) is said to be of

class c:(0,/2) (resp. cgj(O, ’)) ifthere is a constant Csuch that (t) < Ct
(resp. p(t) > Ct) for every > 0.
Let/ (F0, F1) be another Banach couple. We denote by (,/) the

class ofall linear operators T" E0 / E1 F0 / F such that the restriction
of T to Ei is a bounded operator from Ei into Fi, i-0, 1. The space
&a(’,/) is a Banach space with tile norm

IITI ,- max{I TIlo,o,

The class of all continuous maps T’/ /ez such that the restriction
of T to E is a continuous map from Ei into Fi, i--0, 1, will be denoted
by C(E,F). If E0- E1 E or F0- F1 F, then we write (E,F) and
Cg(E,/) or, respectively, 5(’, F) and cg(’, F).
An intermediate space E with respect to E (E0, E) is an interpola-

tion space iffor every T (,/)), the restriction of Tto Eis a bounded
operator from E into itself. There is a constant C such that for every
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operator T E 5(’(’, ’),

IITII , CIITII , . (2.1)

An intermediate space E with respect to E- (E0, El) is a rank-one
interpolation space or r.o. interpolation space if inequality (2.1) is
verified for operators of rank one.
An interpolation method is a functor ff that associates to every Banach

couple " (E0, El) an intermediate space (E0, E1) with respect
to E in such a way that given any other Banach couple F (F0, F1 and
any operator T ,L’(E,F), the restriction of T to E is a bounded
operator from ’ into/.
Using the closed-graph theorem it can be proved that there exists a

constant C such that for every operator T E 5(E, F),

(2.2)

One of the most important interpolation methods is that of real
interpolation. Let 0 < 0 < and < q < c. The real interpolation space
Eo,q (Eo, E )O,q (realised asa K-space) is the collection ofall x E0 + E1
for which the value of

(Zm=_o (2-Omg(2m, x))q) l/q

[[xllgo.q
SUPmz 2-OnK(2m x)

is finite.
Let F (F0, F1) be another Banach couple. It is a well known fact that

if T 2’(E,F), then T ,,(,O,q,O,q) and

Z IIO,q < 2o T - Z

where IIT[lo,q, [ITIIo and []TII are the norms of the operators
T O,q - ’O,q, T" Eo Fo and T" E1 El, respectively.

It was proved by Cobos in [5] that if T E (E, F) and T" E0 -- Fo andT" E F are Lipschitz operators, then, for q < oc, the restriction of
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T to ’O,q is a Lipschitz operator from ’O,q into O,q. Moreover,

T[[o,q < 21[ rtl -tl 7"11 o1"

Here we denote the Lipschitz constant of an operator Tby T[[. In fact
the Lipschitz constant is not a norm but only a semi-norm.

Let M be a bounded subset of a Banach space E. The nth entropy
number, e,,(M), ofMand the nth inner entropy number, n(M), ofMare
defined by

{ }EnE(M) En(M) inf e > 0: M C_ Yi + cUE}, Yl,.. ,Yn E E
i=1

and

E

sup{p > 0: 3xl,..., Xp M, p > n, [Ixi- x .ll > 2p, j},

respectively, where UF is the closed unit ball of E. The inner entropy
numbers and the entropy numbers are related by the following inequal-
ities (see [3] pp. 7-8)"

,(M) _< e,(M) _< 2(M). (2.3)

The measure of non-compactness, /(M), ofM is defined by

/3L-(M) --/3(M) lim en(m).

Let us list some elementary properties of the measure of non-

compactness of a set (see [15] pp. 13-15)"

(i) /3(M) 0 if, and only if, M is precompact;
(ii) ifM C_ N, then /(M) _</3(N);
(iii) /3(cl(M)) =/3(M), where cl(M) is the closure of M;
(iv) /3(Mt3 N)=max{/3(M),/3(N)};
(v) fl(M 4- N) _</3(M) +/3(N);
(vi) /(co(M)) (M), where co(M) is the convex hull of M.
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Let E and F be two Banach spaces and let T: E F be a continuous
map. If for every bounded subset M c_ E, T(M) is a bounded subset ofF
and there is a constant k > 0 such that

/(T(M)) <_ k(M),

for every bounded subset M c_ E, then T is called a k-ball-contraction.
The (ball) measure of non-compactness,/3(T), of T is defined by

flE,F(T) fl(T) inf{k: T is a k-ball-contraction}.

We say that Tis compact ifT(M) is relatively compact for every bounded
subset MC E.
The measure of non-compactness of an operator has the following

properties (see [15] p. 17):

(i) /3(T)= 0 if, and only if, T is compact;
(ii) if Tis a Lipschitz operator, then/3(T) _< IITI[;
(iii) 3(T1 + T2) </3(T1) + 3(T2);
(iv) /3(RS) <_/3(R)/3(S);
(v) /3(T)=/(T(U)), T q’(E,F).

Nussbaum [21] proved that if T E (E,E) and re(T) ree(T) is the
radius of the essential spectrum, then

re(T) lim/l/n(Tn).

Let " (E0, El) and/ (F0, F1) be two Banach couples and let
T 2Z(E,F). In [9] it is proved that there is a constant C, independent
of the spaces and the operator, such that

/O,q(T) <_ C/3-(T)/3 (T),

where/O,q(T),/3o(T) and/31(T) are the measures ofnon-compactness of
the operators T O,q ’O,q, T" Eo Fo and T" E F, respectively.
The following two Theorems will prove to be useful in .the next

sections.
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THEOREM 2.1 Let E andF be two Banach spaces and let T" E F be a

ball-contraction. Then

/3(T) sup{/3(T({x +r rUE}))
Proof IfEhas finite dimension, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that
E has infinite dimension. Then

(T)- supJ"/3(f-T(M-))
/ /3(M) =/= 0}.

Since/3({x + rUE}) r when dim E , we have

/3(T) _> sup{3(T({x +r rUE}))’x E,r > 0}.
Let M be a bounded set of E and suppose that cr-/3(M) > 0. Then for
every c > 0 there exist Yl,..., Yn E such that

M C_ O{ Yi-k- (0" -4- )UE},
i=1

It follows that

T(M) C_ 0 T({yi-q- (or -+- ) UE})
i=1

and, consequently,

(T(M)) < max (T({yi + (o + e) UE})),
<_i<_n

Therefore

/3(T(M)) < max
/3(M) -l<i<n

/3(T({ yi -+- (o" -+- )UE }))cr + e

o-+c cr

and the theorem is proved.
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THEOREM 2.2 Let E and F be two Banach spaces and let T" E F be a
ball-contraction. IfEo is a vector subspace dense in E, then

Proof Let {a + rUe} be a closed ball in E. Since E0 is dense in E it
follows that cl({a + rUe) C? Eo) {a + rUg} and, consequently,
T({a + rUe} C? Eo) C_ T({a + rUe}) C_ cl(T({a + rUe} C? Eo)). By the
properties of the measure of non-compactness it follows that
/3(T({a + rUg})) --/3(T({a + rUg} NEo)). By Theorem 2.1 we get

/3(T) sup{/(T({a + r_Ug}r n Eo))

On the other hand, for every e >0, there exists x E Eo such that

IIx all <_ e. Hence T({a + rUv.}) C_ T({x + (r + e) Ug}) and

/3(T({a + rU} R Eo)) </3(T(ix + (r + s)U} n Eo)) r + s

r r+e r

Therefore

/3(T) sup{/3(T({x + rU}r n Eo))

and the proof is finished.

BEST POSSIBLE COMPACTNESS RESULTS OF
LIONS-PEETRE TYPE: THE NON-LINEAR CASE

In 1964 Lions and Peetre [19] proved the following theorem:

THEOREM Let (Eo, E1) and (Fo, F1) be two Banach couples and let
T (E, F) be an operator such that T" E1 F1 is compact.

(i) If Fo F1 F and E is a space of class K(O, ), then T" E F is

compact.
(ii) If Eo=E1-E and F is a space of class cgs(O,F), then T’EF is

compact.
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In [20] Mastyto noticed that this theorem is also valid under weaker
conditions. Namely, ifwe substitute the hypothesis Eis ofclass CK(O, E)
by limt__,0 b(t, E, E) --0 and replace the assumption that F is of class
egg(0, P) by lim/__, p(t, F, P) ec the result still holds. The result is also
true if T’Eo Fo is also compact. After that, Cobos et al. [6], using the
(ball) measure of non-compactness, proved that these hypotheses are
also necessary in a great number of cases.

In this section we prove that the results in Cobos et al. [6] still hold for
non-linear operators.

THEOREM 3.1 Let/ (Eo, E1 be a Banack couple, let E be an interme-
diate space with respect to E such that Eo (q E1 is dense in E and let F be
another Banach space. IfT E (E, F) is an operator such that T" Eo -- Fand T" E1 -- F are Lipschitz operators, then T" E--+ F is also a Lipschitz
operator. Furthermore,

(i) V/Eo,F(T) O, then t3e,F(T) <_ IITII,,F" limto b(t,E,,)/t;
(ii) ifI3E,,F(T) O, then 13.,F(T) <_ IITIleo,F" limt_,o (t,E,’);
(iii) if/3ei,F( T) 0, i--O, 1, then

Proof We first show that T" E F is also a Lipschitz operator. Let
x, y E Eo A E1 and choose any decomposition x y Xo + xl with xi Ei,
i= 0, 1. Then

IITx- TylI <_ IITx- T(x-x0)llr+ liT(x-x0)- TYIIF
_< TIlo,FllxoIlo / TII,,FIIx I1,,
< max{llTI Eo,F, TII,,F}(I x01lo / IIxl -,).

Therefore, for any x, y Eo f? E

IIrx- TYIIF max{ll TII-o,F, IITII-,,F}IIx- Yilo+e,"

Hence

T" (Eo r"l E, Eo+F.,) ---’ F
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is a Lipschitz operator. Since E Ez,

Z. (Eo Ea, I1) F

is also a Lipschitz operator. Therefore T: E-- F is also a Lipschitz
operator because Eo fq E1 is dense in E.

Let {a + rUEonE} be a closed ball of (EoE, [[. liE). For every
x E {a + rUEonE } and every t, e > 0, there exist Xo E Eo and x E1 such
that x- a-- Xo +x and

IIx011Fo + tllxa[IE, (1 + e)K(t,x-a) <_ (1 + e)b(t)llx-a[IE,

which implies

xol o ( + and IIx I1, < ( + ) (t_) .
Let or0 > /Eo,F(T) and cr > /E,F(T). Then there exist yl,y2,... ,ykF
and z, z2, Zn F such that

min IlTy- YIIF <-(1 + e)(t)rcro,
<i<k

for every y {a + (1 + e)b(t)rUeo} and

,(t)
min[ Tz zjl[F (1 / e)-rcrl,
<j<n

for every z E {a + (1 + )((t)/t)rUE,}. Hence there exist Yio and Zjo
such that

IlT(a -+- xo) YiollF < (1 + e)(t)cror

and

Z (a + Xl Zjo IIF < (1 -+- 6) (t)---- ffl r.
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Then, putting ao cro/(cro + 0"1) and OZ 0"1/(0"0 -JI- O’l), we have

1)

which implies

3(T({a+rUo,}))

< (1 / e)(t)r(ollTllo,F / crO /
\

, TIIE,,F + OZO0"l’
)

for every closed ball {a + r UEor3E, }. By Theorem 2.2, we have

/3E,F(T) < (1 + )(t) (ao T o,F + o +
, T E, t’F /

If/Eo,F(T) O, letting or0, 0, it follows that

3E,F(T) I[TIIE,,F

and, since 2(t)/t is non-increasing,

/3e,F(T) < I[T E, ,F" lim
b(t)

toe

In the case/E,,F(T) O, similarly, we obtain

/E,F(T) TI[Eo,F "[O(t).
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Finally, if Ei,F(T) 0, 0, 1, letting o /Ei,F(T), 0, 1, and
e -,0 and putting t=/EI,F(T)/Eo,F(T) we have

kflo,F( 1 + fl,,F(T) + flo,F(T)

and the theorem is proved.

Using Lemma 3.3 of Cobos et al. [6] we obtain immediately the
following corollary.

COROLLARY 3.2 Let E (Eo, E be a Banach couple, let E be an r.o.

interpolation space with respect to Esuch that Eo E is dense in E, let Fbe
another Banach space and let T (E,F) be an operator such that
T" Eo F is a Lipschitz operator and T" E F is a Lipschitz compact
operator. Then at least one of thefollowing conditions must hold."

(i) T" E F is compact;
(ii) Eg E.

If, in addition the couple satisfies Eg Eo, then T" E F is compact
implies at least one ofthefollowing conditions."

(i’) limt+0 (t, E, E) 0;
(ii’) T" Eo F is compact.

THEOREM 3.3 Let F= (Fo, F) be a Banach couple, let F be an

intermediate space with respect to F. Then every bounded subset M ofF
is a bounded subset offand

eo e(i) < 2eft’(/). limt+o t/p(t,F,P);(i) ge (i) 0, then ee,
e (i) < 2e[(/) limt 1/p(t,F,)"(ii) eff’ (i) 0, then e,

(iii) ife (M) e’ (U) O, then

2 2o(u)<gkn
(i (U ),

Proof For ro > e (M) and al > ,’ (M), there exist Yl,..., Yk E Fo
and z z, FI such that

k H

M c_ U{ Yi + ao Uo } and M U{zj -- oI UFI }.
i=l j:l
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Let xl, x2,..., Xm Mwhere m > kn and put

Ii-- {h: Xh {Yi-t-cr0UFo}},

i= 1,2,... ,n. Since _,in= Ilil rn > kn, there is io such that II/ol > n.

Hence, there are r,s Iio such that x,.,Xs {Zo + cr UF} for some
positive integerjo < n. It follows that

IIx - xsllF <_
p(t,F,’) J(t, xr xs)

<- p(t, F,) max{[]Xr Xs[[Fo, t[ Xr XS[[F }

2<- p(t,F,P’) max{ro, tcr}

and letting cro --, eft (M) and al eF’ (M) we have

2
Xr XslIF < max{eft (M), tenF’ (M)}.-p(t,F,)

Therefore

 L(M) _< max{eft (M)tff’ (M) }.p(t,F,P)

By the inequality (2.3) we have

2
(M) < max{ff(M) reeF’(M)}. (3 1)_,t,

Since p(t)/t is non-increasing and p(t) is non-decreasing, from inequality
F0 (M) 0 and eff (M) 0, respec-(3.1) we obtain (i) and (ii) when e

F(M /F’ (M ).tively. For (iii) we put Ek

THEOREM 3.4 Let F (Fo, F be a Banach couple, let Fbe an interme-
diate space with respect to "and let M be a bounded subset of’x.
(i) IfFo(M) O, then/3F(M) <_ 2/3F, (M). limt-,o t/p(t,F,P).
(ii) If/3F,(M) O, then/3F(M) < 2/3Fo(M). limt_,o 1/p(t,F,F).
(iii) If/3Fo M /3F, M =/= O, then

F(M) 2/3Fo (M)
p(Fo(M)/3F, (M),F,F)
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Proof Letting k, n in the inequality (3.1), it follows that

2
/3F(M) <

p(t,F,’) max{/3F(M)’ t3F’ (M)}" (3.2)

As in the proof of Theorem 3.3 we have (i), (ii) and (iii).

THEOREM 3.5 Let " (Fo, F1) be a Banach couple, let Fbe an &terme-
diate space with respect to Fand let Ebe a Banach space. IfT E C(E, F) is

an operator such that T: E --. Fo and T" E--+ F1 are ball-contractions, then
T" E-- F is also a ball-contraction. Furthermore,

(i) /f/3E,Fo(T) 0, then/3E,F(T) < 2/3e,Fl (T)-limt0 t/p(t,F,);
(ii) ife,F, O, then/3e,F(T) < 2/3e,Fo(T)" limt 1/p(t,F,P);
(iii) if/3E,Fo T e,Fl T O, then

2E,F0 r
/,F(T) _<

P(E,Fo T)/E,F, T), F, F)

Proof First we prove that T" E F is continuous. Since T" E F0
and T" E F1 are continuous, T" E --+ F/x is continuous and this implies
that T" E F is continuous.

Let M be a bounded subset of E. By inequality (3.2) it follows that

2
/3F(T(M)) <_

p(t,F, fi’) max{F(T(M))’t/3F’(T(M))}

2<- p(t,F,’) max{/E’F(T)’ tE’F’ (T)}/3(M)"

Hence

E,F(T)

_
p(t,F,)

max{eE,r0 T), tE,r, T) }.

Now using the same arguments as in the proofofTheorem 3.3 we obtain

(i), (ii) and (iii).

Using Lemma 3.4 ofCobos et al. [6] we have immediately the following
Corollary.

COROLLARY 3.6 Let P (Fo, F1) be a Banach couple, let F be an r.o.

interpolation space with respect to F, let E be another Banach space and
let T C(E,) be an operator such that T" E-- Fo is a ball-contraction
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and T" E--, F1 is compact. Then at last one of the following conditions
must hold:

(i) T" E F is compact;
(ii) F’--- F.
If, in addition the couple F satisfies F Fo, then T" E F is compact

ifand only ifat least one ofthefollowing conditions hoM:

(i’) limt__, p(t,F,F) ;
(ii) T" E Fo is compact.

Let gl be the Banach space of the absolutely summable sequences
(un)nr and letg be the Banach space ofthe bounded sequences (un),r
equipped with the usual norms.
The following two theorems are generalisations of the Theorems 3.9

and 3.10 ofCobos et al. [6] for non-linear operators. Since the proofs are

essentially the same we omit them.

THEORZM 3.7 Let .-- (Eo, E1) be a Banach couple and let E be an

intermediatespace with respect to Esuch that Eo fq El is dense in E. Suppose
that E fq El is dense in E, or Eo El is dense in Eo, or that

lim K(t, x, 0 for all x E E.
t---o

Then thefollowing are equivalent."

(i) limt__,o b(t, E,/) 0;
(ii) for every Banach space F, if T (E,F) is an operator such that

T" Eo--+ F is a Lipschitz operator, and T" E-- F is a compact
Lipschitz operator, then T" E-- F is a compact operator;

(iii) if T C(E, g) is an operator such that T" Eo--g is a Lipschitz
operator and T" E--g is a compact Lipschitz operator, then
T" E g is a compact operator.

THEOe,EM 3.8 Let ’-- (Fo, F be a Banach couple and let F be an

intermediate space with respect to F. Then thefollowing are equivalent."

(i) limt p(t,F,V) ;
(ii) for every Banach space E, if T C(E,F) is an operator such that

T" E---+ Fo is a ball-contraction operator and T" E-- F is compact,
then T" E F is a compact;

(iii) /f T (gl,F) is an operator such that T’.---*Fo is a ball-
contraction and T: g F is compact, then T" 1 ---+ F is compact.
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4 FURTHER RESULTS IN THE CASES Eo- E1 AND Fo- F1

In this section we generalise some of the results obtained by Cobos et al.
[11 for the measure of non-compactness of Lipschitz operators.

THEOREM 4.1. Let E (E0,E1) be a Banach couple, let E be an
intermediate space with respect to E such that Eo Cq El is dense in E and
let F be another Banach space. Assume that T E Cg(E, F) is an operator
such that T: Eo F and T" E -- Fare Lipschitz operators.

(i) If//,x,F(T) 0, then

t---oe

(ii) /ffl?,F(T) -- O, then

,(Z) 611TII,F
/2,F

whererl(t,E, max{(t,E,/), (t-,E,)/t-).

Proof Let {a + rUEocE,} be aclosed ball of(Eofq El, II" lie)and put, for
every > 0,

7(t) max{(t) (t-l)}t_!

For every x {a + rUEone } and every t, e > 0, there are xo, x E Eo and
x, x{ c E1 such that x a xo + x x + x[,

[tX0llE0 + tllxtllEl (1 + )g(t,x--a)

(1 + )(t)llx--allE
< (1 + e)r r/(t)

and

IIx;llo +t -allx(ll (1 + )g(t-,x- a)
< (1 + )(t-1)llx all
< (1 + e)rt-(t).
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It follows that

Ilxollo (1 / e)rrl(t), IIxll, (1 / )rt-rl(t),

IIxllo _< (1 / e)rt-lrl(t), IIxllE, _< (1 / e)rrl(t).

Putting y xl x( x6 xo E E/x, we have

Ilyl + max{I xollo + IIxllo, Ilxlll, + IIx;ll+,}
< (1 / e)rrl(t)(1 / -1)

and

IIx- (y + a)ll IlxollEo + IIxllE1
< (1 + e)rrl(t) -+-(1 / e)rrl(t)

2(1 + e)rrl(t).

Let cr >/3,:,F(T ). Then there are zl,...,zn E {a + (1 + e)rrl(t) x

(1 + -1 UR } such that

min Tz Tzl F < 2(1 + e)rr(t)(1 + -1)or,
<_j<_n

for every z {a + (1 / e)rr/(t)(1 + t-’)UR}. In particular there is zj
such that

T(y + a) ZzjllF 2(1 + e)rrl(t)(1 + t-1)cr.

Therefore, for every x e {a + rUe’one, }, there is zj e {Zl,..., zn} such that

rx Zzjl F IITx T(y + a)llF +1Z(y + a) ZzjllF

IITII,FllX (Y + a)ll= + 2(1 / e)rr/(t)(1 + t-)cr
< 2(1 + e)rrl(t)l TI R,F / 2(1 + e)rrl(t)(1 + t-1)r

2(1 + )rw(t)[llZl R,F’+" (1 /

and this implies

/5(T({a / rUEocE,})) <_ 2(1 + e)rrl(t)[lITl .,r-+- (1 +
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for every closed ball {a + rUEocE, } in (E0 N El, liE). By Theorem 2.2, it
follows that

/3E,F(T) <_ 2(1 -+-e)(t)[l[Zll,F+ (1 -+-t-1)cr].
In the case/3?,F(T) 0, letting e, a 0 we have

,F(T) < 2w(t)llzll,F,
for every > 0, and, consequently,

e,F(T) <_ 2infw(t)llTIl,F.
t>0

Since b(t) and (t-1)/t- are non-decreasing,

inft>0 r/(t) max{ limt0 b(t), limt_0 t-1
max lim (t) lim

tO tx

and (i) is proved.
If/3?,F(T) 0, putting t-- ,F(T)/IITI ,F and letting e---,0 and

cr ---,/3,F(T), we have

E,F(T) _< 2r/,. ii-ii_-F,j TII,F + 1+

and the theorem is proved.

An immediate consequence ofTheorem 4.1 is the following corollary.

COROLLARY 4.2 Let E (Eo, E) be a Banach couple, let E be an
intermediate space with respect to E such that Eo Cq E is dense in E, let
F be another Banach space and let T E cg(,F) such that T’Eo F
and T" E -- F are Lipschitz operators. If lim/__,0 b(t, E, E)
limt__, (t, E, E)/t 0, then T" E F is compact if and only if
T" /x -- F is compact.

In particular, if E is a space of class x(0, ’) the last corollary takes
the following form.
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COROLLAr 4.3 Let E (E0, E1) be a Banach couple, let E be an

intermediate space of class K(O, E) such that Eo hE1 is dense in E, let
F be another Banach space and let T E c(,, F) such that T" Eo F
and T" E1 F are Lipschitz. Then T: E F is compact if and only if
T" EA F is compact.

Using Lemma 3.3 of Cobos et al. [6] we obtain immediately the
following corollary.

COROLLArt 4.4 Let/ (E0, El) be a Banach couple, let E be an r.o.

interpolation space with respect to E such that Eo nEt is dense in E,
let Fbe another Banach space and let T C(E, F) be an operator such that
T" Eo F and T: E1 -- F are Lipschitz operators and T /x -- F is

compact. Then at least one ofthefollowing conditions must hold."

(i) T: E F is compact;
(ii) E E;
(iii) E - E.

THEOREM 4.5 Let /= (F0, F) be a Banach couple, let F be an

intermediate space with respect to "and let E be a Banach space. Assume
that T (E,P) is an operator such that T:EFo and T:EF are

Lipschitz operators.

(i) IfE,p (T) O, then

&,s(Z) 211TII-, p(t,Z) + }p(t,F,)
(ii) If3s,p O, then

4&,? (Z) 41lzll,e3E,F(T) +

Proof Let {a + rUe} be a closed ball in E. For any cr >/3e,p (T) there
are zl,..., z,, {a + rUe} such that

min Tx- Tzyll < 2rcr,

for every x {a + rUe}. Let x {a + rUe} and choose zj such that

Tx Tzjll  2rcr.
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For every e > 0, there are yo E Fo and Yl E F1 such that Tx- Tzj
Yo +Y and

Y011Fo + Ilyl IIF, (1 + e)l Tx- Tzjllp < 2(1 + e)rcr.

It follows that

and

--[ITx- Tz- Y0IIFo
rx rz#llFo + Ya lifo

--< rl ,ellx zl + 2(1 + e)rcr

<_ 2r[I Tlle, / 2( / e)m.

Therefore

Tx ZzllF Y011F + Yl IIF
J(t, yl)< J(t- Yo)

p(t -) p(t)
2r {< max (1 + e)cr,p(t-)

-1 [llzll, + (1 + e)cr] }
2r

max{llTile,p + (1 + e)cr, t(1 +

Letting e O, we obtain

2r {o, 2r
_< p(t_)max [IITII, / ] } + p--max{llTlle, + c, t}
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and this implies

2 {
_

or]} 2
max{ T Ile,p + er, tr}< p(t_l)max a,t [IITIIE,e+ +--

If/3e,p (T) 0, letting cr --+ 0, we obtain

t-
,F(T) 2llZl[,,>

for every > O. Because t-/p(t-1) -4- lip(t) is non-increasing, it follows

lim )/E,F(T <_ 21TI E,fi,
k,,t_+o- --- i__+lTl

If /3E,pz(T):/:0, then putting t-ITII,/,=(T) and letting
cr +/3e,e (T), we have

2 {/,F(T) _<
p(/, Z) /ll Z[[,

max /5E,p T), fle,p T) + /52’F
TII,

2

P(I TIIFy//3,(T)) max{I TII, + &,(T), IITII,),

and this proves (ii).

COROLLARY 4.6 Let P--(Fo, F1) be a Banach couple, let F be an
intermediate space with respect to F, let E be a Banach space and let
T E (E, F) such that T:E-- Fo and T" E-- FI are Lipschitz. If
limt_o t/p(t,F,F) limt__+ 1/p(t,F,F) 0, then T"EF is compact

ifand only if T" E r, is compact.

COROLLARY 4.7 Let F--(Fo, F1) be a Banach couple, let F be an
intermediate space of class cgs(O,F), let E be a Banach space and let
T Cg(E, F) such that T" E Fo and T" E F are Lipschitz. Then
T E is compact ifand only if T: E F is compact.

Using Lemma 3.4 of Cobos et al. [6] we have the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 4.8 Let ’ (Fo, F1) be a Banach couple, let F be an r.o.

interpolation space with respect to F, let Ebe another Banach space and let
T E C(E, F) be an operator such that T" E Fo and T: E-- F1 are
Lipschitz operators and T" E F is compact. Then at least one of the
following conditions must hold."

(i) T" E F is compact;
(ii) F,---, F;
(iii) F,--- F.
The following theorems are generalisations ofTheorems 2.7 and 2.8 of

Cobos et al. [11] for non-linear operators. Since the proofs are essentially
the same, we omit them.

THEOREM 4.9 Let E (Eo, E1) be a Banach couple and let E be an
intermediate space with respect to E such that Eo N E1 is dense in E and

limK(t,x,’)= limnt x, )=0 for allxEE.
t0 t--cx

Then thefollowing are equivalent."

(i) limt_0 b(t,E,E) limt b(t,E,E)/t 0;
(ii) for every Banach space F, if T C(E, F) is an operator such that

T" Eo F and T" El -- F are Lipschitz operator and T Ezx --+ F is

compact, then T" E F is a compact operator;
(iii) ifT c(, g) is an operator such that T" Eo go and T" E1

are Lipschitz operators and T EA go is compact, then T" E--g
is a compact.

THEOREM 4.10 Let P-- (Fo, F1) be a Banach couple and let F be an
intermediate space with respect to F. Then thefollowing are equivalent."

(i) limt__,o 1/p(t,F,’) limt__, t/p(t,F,) 0;
(ii) for every Banach space E, if T C(E,F) is an operator such that

T" E--. Fo and T" E F1 are Lipschitz operators and T E -- Fr is

compact, then T" E F is compact;
(iii) /fT cg(gl, F) is an operator such that T: gl Fo and T: gl F1 are

Lipschitz operators and T" gl Fz is compact, then T" ’1--’+ F is

compact.
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5 MAIN RESULTS

Given a sequence of Banach spaces (Win)mEZ and a sequence of
non-negative numbers (/m)mEZ, we write .q()tmWm) tO designate the
vector-valued space

gq(AmWm) {W- (Wm)" Wm E Wm, Ilwllgq(mWm) < cx},

where

(-’mC=_(Amllwmllwm)q) 1/q

Ilwllgq(mWm)
SUPmEZ/m Wm W

THEOREM 5.1 Let 0 < 0 < and < q < , let (Eo, El) and
P- (Fo, F) be two Banach couples and let T c(,p) be an operator
such that T" Eo --, Fo and T" E1 --+ FI are Lipschitz operators.

(i) If T" Eo ---+ Fo and T: E F are compact, then T" ,O,q ----> O,q is

compact.
(ii) If /o(T)-0 or 3(T)0, then there is a constant c-c(O) >0

such that

/O,q <__ 20+1/-o/3o (1 + IIT[Io + IlZll_/ cl To + /, + c-llZll + Iio

where O,q-- /O,q(T), 30-/3o(T) and/31 -/3(T).

Proof Put Wm (F0 + F1, K(2m, ’) ), m E Z, andconsidertheoper-
ator j that associates to every yFo+FI the constant sequence
j(y)- (..., y, y, y,...). The restriction ofj to O,q is a metric injection
from PO,q into fl.q(2-mWm). Moreover, the restrictions ofj to F0 (resp. F1)
is a bounded operator from F0 (resp. F) into g(Wm) (resp. gc(2-mWm))
with norm less than or equal to one. Furthermore,

((Wm),(2-mWm))o,q q(2-OmWm
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with equivalence of norms and the embedding

(e(Wm),e(2-mWm))o,q--+ eq(2-mWm)

has norm less than or equal to one.
Let -jT. We have the following diagram of operators:

E0 F0 g(Wm)

E -L F J- ,(2-mWm)

,O,q T. ’O,q j- ,q(2-OmWm)

Sincej is a metric injection, we have

/O,q(Z) < 2/0,q().

For every n E N, let Pn, Q+ and Q- be linear operators on the Banach
couple (go(Wm), g(2 Wm)) defined by

Pn(um) (. O, O, U_n, U_n+l, un_l, un, O, O, .),
Q+n (urn) (’", O, 0,..., Un+l, Un+2, .),

O- (Um) (..., U-,,-:Z, U-,,-1, O, 0,...).

These operators have the following properties:

(I) the identity operator on ,x(Wm)+ .xz(2-mWm) can be decom-
posed as

I- Pn + Q+n + Q-,

(II) they are uniformly bounded

n--1,2,...;

Pnlle(Wm),e(Wm) IlPn[le(2_mWm),t(2_mWm)

and similarly for Q+ and Q-;
(III) the operator Q+ maps gx(Wm) boundedly into .cx(2-mWm), the

operator Q- maps g(2-mWm) boundedly into g(Wm) and
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The operator can be decomposed as

= Pnq- Q+n -+-Q
and this implies

/0,q() _< flO,q(en) + flO,q(Q+n ) + o,q(Q7).

We will now estimate each one of the terms on the right hand side of the
last inequality. For that, let Cro >/30(T) and or1 >/31(T).

Let us start with o,q(Q ’). LetE and E? be the closures ofEo f? E in

E0 and in E, respectively, and put E (E, E?). Since Eo,q Eo,q with
equivalence of norms, we have

Given e > O, choose x, y E Eg such that

ilQ_[iEg,g(Wm <
IlQ;x Q2ylle(wl

IIx--YllEg 2

Put z-(x+y)/2 and r-llx-Y[lEg/2. Since cro>/3o(T)>_
/3eg,e(Wm)(’), there are x, ,Xk {z + rUe,g} N E1 such that

min IliPw- Yxille(Wm) 2rcro,
<i<k

for every w {z + rUEg }. In particular, there are X and xj such that

IIx- xil .ocz(Wm) 2rcro and lily- xj.I .oe(Wm) 2rcro.
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By property (III), it follows that

IIQ- xi Q- xjl]g(Wm <__ I]Q--ff lle(:z-mw,,,),e(w,,,) xi
< 2-- [lTx XjIIe(2_mw,,).

Hence, there is N1 E N such that, for every n _> N1,

Therefore, for every n >_ N1,

and this implies, for every n > N,

ItQ2llEg,e(Wml 2or0 + e.

Consequently,

Similarly, for every e > 0, there is N E N such that, for every n _> N,

/o,q(Q+n 7) c=llZll-O(2c + )o.

2n+ be IR2n+We now estimate O,q(Pn). Let gq with the gq-norm. Since
2n+lgq2n+l is finite dimensional, given any e > 0, there exist #1, ]k gq

such that

k

Ug;n+, C U{l.zi "1
L "U,ey+l }

i=1
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Let {a + rUeonE } be a closed ball in (Eo N El, lifo,q) and take u E Z
such that 2- < a/ao < U. Then, for every x {a + rUeoe, },

(m=_n(2-(m+v’)g(2m+u,x a))q)
1/q

IIx- all&,q r

and this implies that there is some i E {1, k} such that

2-(m+u)K(2m+v, x a) _< r(#(m/) + ), m --n,..., n,

where i--- ((--/)n,..., (ni)). It follows that

--, x a <_ K(2m+u, x a)
o-o

<_ r20(m+u) (I.Z(im) + e)

(Vo)< r2O 2m 0"1

m -n,..., n. By the definition of the K-functional there exist X(m) E Eo
(1)and Xm E1 such that x a X(m) + x and

IIX<mO) llo + 2m 11X) I1, --< r2 2’ -oal
m- -n,..., n. From the last inequality we get

[{X(m) e0 <- r22mcrcr (#(im) + e)

and

iix) , < r2O2m(O-1) 1-0 0-1(/() _qt_ )O"0 O"

m--n,... ,n. Because cro >/3Eo,ro(T and or1 >/3e,,F, (T) there exist
(i) (i) Fo and _(il z(i)
1,m’’’’’Vp(i),m Zl,m," t(i),m & such that
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for every y E {a + r202mocrottO1 (lZ(im) + ) UEo } and

min Tz z(i) IIF < r22re(o-l) cro-cr (#(im) +
l<s<t(i) s,m

for every z {a + r202m(-l) 1-o o-1
r6 1 (#(m/)+e)UE,} Let Co

Cro/(Cro + or1), let c1 crl/(Cro + or1) and let, (i) _, (i)
,w,s- (Uw,s,m) be the vector-

valued sequence defined by

u(i) { 0
(i) _(i)w,s,m

Olyw,m / cOs,m

if rn > n or rn < -n,

if-n _< rn _< n,

i-- 1,... ,k, w 1,... ,p(i) and s 1,..., t(i). Given any
x {a + rUEon } there exists a u(i) such that u(i) (i) _(i)

w,s w,s,m Olyw,m / ozOZs,m,

T (a + X(m0)) V0 liFo < r22mcrol-ocrl (#() + e)o

and

(’)) z(i) llF, < r22m(-l) 1-0 0((m/)/6"Z (a + Xm s,m 0"0 0"1

(mo (1)with x a x / Xm rn -n, n. From

K(2m Tx- tl(i)w,s,m

K(2m, Tx OZl,w,m

(’))liFo / 2m’11Tx T(a/ x/)ll_< coll Tx T a + xm

+ a T(a + x>) (i) liFo + 2mol[ Z(a + ()) z(i) IIF,ew,m Xm s,m

ollTllollX)[] + 2mllT]

+ (0 + 1 r202mOa-Oa() + )

-O-mO l-O 0 (IlZlo+lZll)<rzz o ()+) 1+
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it follows that

IIPnX- u(il II- (2-mg(2m, Zx- u(i) ]’ q

w,s
m=-n

w,s,m }

IITIIo + IITII
O-0 /0"

o ,-o o ( IlZllo + IITII1< rz cro cr 1+\ cro +o .)(1 + (2n + 1)l/qa’).

Using Theorem 2.2, we obtain

,0 1-0 0 //O,q en7 < z. cr0 o" +
00 +01 )(1 + (2n + 1)l/qe)

and this implies

,0 1-0 0 //O,q(Pn) < z. cr0 r / ItTIIo + IITII
O’0 +0"1 )

for every n E N.
Therefore, for every Cro >/5o(T), every crl >/31(T) and every e > O,

we have

/

/O,q T) _< 20+ 10.01-00.10 +
T Iio + TI1
ao

+ c211rl (2ao + )1-0 / C21 TI -(2crl + )o.

If/o(T) =/l(T) 0, then letting first ro 0 and after rrl, 0 we have

/O,q(T)--O. If/3o(T) :fi 0 or/31(T) 0, then letting rri---*i(T), i=0, 1,
and 0 we obtain (ii).

THEOREM 5.2 Let 0 < 0 < and <_ q < o, let (Eo, El) and

’- (Fo, F1) be two Banach couples and let T cg(,,) be an operator
such that T" Eo Fo and T: E1 -- F1 are Lipschitz operators. Suppose that
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E1 is continuously embedded in Eo or F1 is continuously embedded in Fo.

(i) If T" Eo Fo is compact, then T Eo,q Fo,q is compact.
(ii) If/3o(T) O, then there is a constant c c(O) such that

/O,q T 2o+’/3-(T)3(T) (1 + IlZllo + IIZ//o(Z) +/,( + c-(Z)llZll"

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, for every ro>/3o(T), every
rl >/31(T) and every > 0, there is N1 E N such that

/o,q(Q-7) <_ Cl Zl[(2cro +

for any n _> N1 and

,0 1-0 0(/O,q(Pn’) <_ z, o"0 a +

for any n E N. For/o,q(Q+n’), we have

In the case E1 Eo, let I" E1 Eo be the embedding from E1 into Eo.
Then

a+lle,,eo(-wl IIQ+lleo(Wm),eo(=-mwll l[Eo,e(wm)
<_ 2-"-l rllZo,Folllllz,,o

IfF ,- Fo, we have

IIQ+n ll,,el=-mwl I[Q+ lle<Wml,to<>mwlllJllFo,e<WmlllJllF,,FollZll,,F,
< 2-"-llJllr,,follrll,,f,,
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where J is the embedding from F1 into F0. In both cases we have

when n and this implies

/o,q(Q+n ) ---+ 0,

when n . As in the proof ofTheorem 5.1 we conclude (i) and (ii).

6 REMARKS IN THE LINEAR CASE

The following theorem is mentioned in the introduction of [6].

THEOREM 6.1 Let E (Eo, El) be a Banach couple, let F be Banach
space, let Ebe an intermediate space with respect to andlet T E ’(’, F).
If T" Eo Fand T" El F are compact, then T: E F is compact.

We say that a Banach couple F (Fo, F) has the approximation
property H if there is a positive constant c such that given any e > 0 and
any finite sets K0 C F0and K1 C F, thereis an operator P E a(F, F) such
that

(i) P(Fi) c_ Fo N FI, i- O, 1;
(ii) III- PIIFi,F,. C, i--O, 1;
(iii) IX PX[IF < e for all x Ki, i--O, 1.

We say that the Banach couple ’--(F0,F) has the approximation
property H2 if has the approximation property H1 and
(iv) P’Fi Fi is compact, i-0, 1.

Remark 6.2 In [16] it is proved that if X is a locally compact
space endowed with a positive measure /z, then the Banach couple
(LP(,#),Lq(X,#)) satisfies the approximation property H2 for
p,q [1,).

We shall need the following lemma from [16]"

LEMMA 6.3 Let E (Eo, E) and F-- (Fo, F) be two Banach couples,
suppose that F has the approximation property H1, let b be an interpola-
tion method and let T (,’). Then given any >0, there exists
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P E (F, F) verifying (i), (ii), (iii) and

liT- PTIIE,,Fi <-- ce,,F,(T) + , i= O, 1.

Moreover, ifFhas the approximationproperty H2, then P also verifies (iv).

THEOREM 6.4 Let (Eo, El) be a Banach couple, let/) (F0, F1) be a
Banach couple satisfying the approximation property HI, let d; be an
interpolation method and let T L’(E,F). IfT: Eo Fo and T" E F1
are compact, then T" E F is compact.

Proof Let > 0 and let c be the constant in inequality (2.2). By
Lemma 6.3 there is P E &(F, F) satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) and

T- PTII,,Fi <-- -, i- O, 1.
C

By inequality (2.2) we have

i.e., T" Ee Fe can be approximated uniformly by operators
PT" ’. If we prove that the operators PT" ’ are
compact then the result follows immediately. Using the following
diagram:

we see that PT’Eo F and PT" E F are compact. By
Theorem 6.1 it follows that PT" E F is compact.

THEOREM 6.5 Let (Eo, E, and[" (Fo, F1 be two Banach couples,
let g; be an interpolation method and let T &’(E,F). IfF- (Fo, F has
the approximation property H2, then

p,p(T) <_ c maX{Eo,Fo(T),3E,,F,(T)}.
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Proof Let e > 0. By Lemma 6.3 there exists P E 2’(/>, P) satisfying (i),
(ii), (iii), (iv) and

IT- PTII,,F, <_ CEi,Fi(T) + , i= O, 1.

Since PT" Eo Fo and PT" E F are compact, by Theorem 6.4
PT" E ’ is compact. By Lemma 6.3, it follows that,(T) </,(PT) + liT- PTII o, o

6’1 max{liT- PTl].o,Fo, liT-
<_ c2 maX{Eo,Fo(T), /E,,F, (T)},

and the proof is finished.

COROLLARY 6.6 Let E- (Eo, E1) be a Banach couple, let be an

interpolation method and let T (,, , ). If (Eo, El) has the
approximation property H2, then

ree(r) <_ maxire(r),ree’ (r)}.
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